
                                  TERMS OF USE 

 

GENERAL TERMS 

This Terms of Use (“Agreement”) is drafted in conformity with the Information Technology 

(Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules, 2011 specified under the Information Technology Act, 2000 

in order to regulate the terms and conditions of usage and access to Website (defined 

hereinafter); Application (defined hereinafter) and the Services (defined hereinafter). No 

physical or digital signature is necessitated in order to validate this Agreemen 

In this Agreement, the Website and the Application shall be collectively referred to as “physio-

fit-india Platform”. 

3. YOUR REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
You represent and warrant that: 
1a. You are a registered medical practitioner in India, in accordance with the applicable laws 
for the 
time being in force (and such registration does not include “provisional registration” under the 
said applicable laws); 
b. Your registration has never been cancelled or challenged; 
c. All information provided by you, including in relation to your academic qualifications, 
specialization, and professional accreditations, are true and accurate; 
d. You are in compliance with laws in relation to medical registration, clinical establishments, 
administration and prescription of medicines, and all other applicable laws, and you warrant 
that 
you shall remain in compliance with the same at all times; 
e. Any information that you share with us, including information relating to your patients, has 
been 
obtained by you in accordance with applicable law and you are authorized by them to store, 
process, handle and share the same; 
f. You have read the terms and conditions, privacy policy and otherwise understood any and all 
risks associated with the use of the Subscription Services, and have communicated relevant 
risks 
to any other third party who may be impacted by your use of the Subscription Services; 
g. You are legally competent to contract, and otherwise competent to use the Website and/or 
receive the Subscription Services; 
h. You have not been previously suspended or removed by Physio-Fit-India, or disqualified for 
any other 
reason, from availing the Services. 
i. You hereby consent and authorize us for listing on the platform to enable application users to 
search and find you as well as to contact you for booking appointments and availing your 
services 

YOUR USE OF physio-fit-india SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 

When you use the physio-fit-india Subscription Services, you agree to the following conditions 

of use: 



a. You provide services to any person who seeks your medical advice, on a principal to 

principal 

basis, even where such a patient has reached you through a service provided by physio-fit-india 

(such as 

through use of the app Health Rx). You will adhere to professional codes of conduct and 

applicable law in your engagement with all such patients and third parties. All legal obligations 

as 

a doctor will be directly enforceable by the patient against you. 

b. Your use of the physio-fit-india Subscription Services does not make physio-fit-india a 

service provider to the 

patient or create a relationship of employment or agency between physio-fit-india and you. You 

continue 

to remain solely liable for any advice you provide to any patient or third party. 

c. You shall provide accurate and complete information everywhere on the physio-fit-india 

Website, 

based on which you will receive the Subscription Services. Any registration information given 

to 

physio-fit-india by you is true, accurate, correct, complete and up to date, to the best of your 

knowledge 

and belief. Any phone number used to register with the Subscription Services is registered in 

your 

name and you might be asked to provide supporting documents to prove the same. You own 

sole 

responsibility for any consequences arising out of any inconsistency or inaccuracy of any 

information or data provided by you. physio-fit-india is not obliged to make any enquiries to 

check the 

veracity of the information provided by you. 

d. You shall view and access the content available on the physio-fit-india Platform solely for 

the purposes of 

availing the Services, and only as per these Terms of Use. You may use the services for the 

purposes of maintaining patient records, billing functions, creating case notes, and maintaining 

patient history. In the course of your use of the Subscription Services, you shall not modify the 

any content on Website, or reproduce, display, publicly perform, distribute, or otherwise 

use such content in any way for any public or commercial purpose or for personal gain. 

2e. You agree to use the Website and Services only for specified purposes that are permitted as 

per 

(a) the Terms of Use and (b) any applicable law, regulation and generally accepted practices or 

guidelines in the relevant jurisdictions (including any laws regarding the export of data or 

software to and from India or other relevant countries). 

f. You shall not reproduce, distribute, display, sell, lease, transmit, create derivative works 

from, 

translate, modify, reverse-engineer, disassemble, decompile or otherwise exploit the physio-fit-

india 

Platform or any portion of it unless expressly permitted by physio-fit-india in writing. 

g. You shall be solely responsible for all access to and use of this site by anyone using the 

password 

and identification originally assigned to you whether or not such access to and use of this site is 

actually authorized by you, including without limitation, all communications and transmissions 

and all obligations (including, without limitation, financial obligations) incurred through such 

access or use. You are solely responsible for protecting the security and confidentiality of the 



password and identification assigned to you. 

h. You shall not engage in any activity that interferes with or disrupts or damages the Website 

(or 

the servers and networks which are connected to the Website). physio-fit-india reserves the 

right to 

initiate appropriate action against you for breach or threatened breach of your obligations under 

this clause. 

i. You shall not impersonate any person or entity, or falsely state or otherwise misrepresent 

your 

identity, age, qualifications, professional accreditations, or affiliation with any person or entity. 

j. You may not upload any content prohibited under applicable law, and / or designated as 

“Prohibited Content” under Section 5 of these Terms of Use. 

k. You may discontinue the use of these Services and request us to delete any information 

provided 

by you, by writing to us at customercare@bajajfinservhealth.in . 

l. You shall indemnify physio-fit-india for any claims, losses or damages, or for the costs of any 

regulatory 

or court proceedings suffered by Company as a consequence of your breach of this Agreement. 

m. You explicitly agree that you are solely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of 

login 

credentials and passwords associated with any log-in you use to access the Website and store 

your confidential and sensitive information. 

n. You agree that any patient or other third party whose information you provide into the 

system is 

aware of the reasonable risks associated with your use of the Subscription Services, and that 

you 

have obtained their consent to the extent such information is shared with physio-fit-india; 

o. physio-fit-india offers its Subscription Services on as-is basis. physio-fit-india has the sole 

right to modify any 

feature or customize them at its sole discretion and there shall be no obligation to make 

customization as requested by any User. 

p. physio-fit-india provides basic support for the Website Services and will use, as far as 

possible, 

commercially reasonable efforts to make the Website Services available 24 hours a day, 7 days 

a 

week, except for (i) technological errors, (ii) planned downtime (of which physio-fit-india shall 

give at 

least 6 hours notice to Users), or (iii) any unavailability caused by circumstances beyond 

physio-fit-india’s 

reasonable control, including without limitation, acts of God, acts of government, flood, fire, 

earthquakes, civil unrest, acts of terror, strikes or other labour problems, or internet service 

provider failures or delays. physio-fit-india takes no responsibility for any disruption, 

interruption or delay 

caused by any failure of or inadequacy in any of these limiting factors or any other factor 

beyond 

the control of the Company. 

q. physio-fit-india shall have the right, at its sole discretion, to suspend your ability to use or 

access the 

Website at any time while physio-fit-india investigates complaints or alleged violations of this 

Agreement, or for any other reason. 



r. physio-fit-india reserves the right to add new functionality, remove existing functionality, and 

modify 

existing functionality to its Website as and when it deems fit, and make any such changes 

available in newer versions of its Website or mobile application or all of these at its discretion. 

You will be notified upon release of such newer versions and physio-fit-india reserves the right 

to 

automatically upgrade you to the latest version of its Website as and when it deems fit. 

3We reserve the right to refuse service or terminate accounts at our discretion, if we believe that 

you have 

violated or are likely to violate applicable law or these Terms of Use. 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

By using our Services, you confirm that you understand and agree to the following: 

a. physio-fit-india does not provide any medical or diagnostic services. None of the services 

provided by 

physio-fit-india on its Website may be construed as medical advice of any kind. Any medical 

advice provided to the patient is provided directly by you, and you will be solely liable to the 

patient for the consequences of acting on such advice, and all post-consultation follow-up 

action. 

b. physio-fit-india makes no express or implied representations or warranties about its Website 

or Services 

and disclaims any implied warranties, including, but not limited to, warranties or implied 

warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use or non-infringement. 

Company does not authorize anyone to make a warranty on behalf of physio-fit-india. 

c. physio-fit-india only facilitates communications between you and the patient in some 

circumstances (such 

as when both you and the patient use a physio-fit-india application) and bears no responsibility 

for the 

quality and outcome of any such services provided by you. 

d. You use the Subscription Services as per your business needs. Please note that though we 

take all 

reasonable steps in accordance with industry standards to prevent illegal access, we cannot 

4guarantee that the services will never suffer from a software bug or a hacker attack that will 

allow 

unauthorized viewing of confidential material. 

e. physio-fit-india may or has entered into Agreement with various entities engaged in the 

healthcare services 

on principal to principal basis without any fiduciary relationship and shall not be directly or 

indirectly liable to any third party for any act or omission of such service providers, including 

you. 

f. In the event that physio-fit-india markets or promotes any services to you, please note you are 

responsible 

for undertaking an independent assessment regarding the suitability of such services for your 

purposes. Marketing or promotion of services should be considered as being for informational 

purposes only and shall not constitute expert advice on the suitability of such services for your 

specific needs. 

FEES OF SERVICES PROVIDED 



physio-fit-india or its Associate, as the case may be, has the right to charge fees for the Services 

and the fees charged may differ from time to time. Please ascertain the fee prior to availing any 

Service. By availing the Services, you will have consented to pay the applicable fees for the 

Service availed by you. 

In case, physio-fit-india, at any time under any circumstances feels, even after confirming fees 

that the fees shall be revised, physio-fit-india reserves the right to revise the fees accordingly. 

PAYMENT OF FEES OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

Online payment of fees can be made by credit, debit card and net banking facility. These 

payments are not collected by physio-fit-india directly but by the bank. The online payment 

system is provided by physio-fit-india and its third party supplier/s. All prices quoted are in 

INR. physio-fit-india reserves the right to change the fees at anytime. Your payment will be 

through merchant gateway facility of [●]. We cannot accept liability for a payment not reaching 

physio-fit-india account due to you quoting an incorrect account number or incorrect personal 

details. Neither can we accept liability if payment is refused or declined by the credit/debit card 

supplier for any reason. 

If the card supplier declines payment, physio-fit-india has the right but no obligation to bring 

the fact to your attention. You should check with your bank / credit / debit card supplier that 

payment has been deducted from your account. All payment details which are entered through 

this payment gateway are encrypted when the user making the payment, enters them. 

Communications to and from the service provider’s application are encrypted. 

physio-fit-india shall not be liable for any failure by the user making payment of fees to 

properly protect data from being seen on their screen by other persons or otherwise, obtained by 

such persons, during the online payment process or in respect of any omission to provide 

accurate information in the course of the online payment process. 

physio-fit-india does not store or keep credit card / debit card data in a location that is 

accessible via internet. Once a credit card / debit card transaction has been completed, all credit 

card/debit card data is moved off-line only to ensure that the credit card / debit card information 

received is not accessible to anyone after completion of the online transaction and to ensure the 

maximum security. physio-fit-india uses the maximum care as is possible to ensure that all or 

any data / information in respect of electronic transfer of money does not fall in the wrong 

hands. 

physio-fit-india shall not be liable for any loss or damage sustained by reason of any disclosure 

(inadvertent or otherwise) of any information concerning the user’s account and / or 

information relating to or regarding online transactions using credit cards / debit cards and / or 

their verification process and particulars nor for any error, omission or inaccuracy with respect 

to any information so disclosed and used whether or not in pursuance of a legal process or 

otherwise. 

VIOLATION OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS 

 

Any content on the Website / Application regarding the Services is general in nature, 

particularly any such content relating to medical conditions, wellness and their treatment, and 



shall not operate nor be construed to be, and is no substitute for the advice provided by a 

qualified and practicing expert / professional. There is no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, 

timeliness of such Content. You hereby acknowledge that any reliance upon any content shall 

be at your sole risk. physio-fit-india does not guarantee that the Application is well-suited to 

your mobile device or that the contents of the Application and the Website are accurate, correct 

and free of viruses. 

All programs, services, processes, designs, software, technologies, trademark, trade names, 

inventions and materials comprising physio-fit-india, and all Services offered by experts or 

others on physio-fit-india Platform are wholly owned by physio-fit-india. The copyright to 

physio-fit-india as well as the intellectual property contained thereon vests wholly and 

completely in physio-fit-india. Upon acceptance of this Agreement, physio-fit-india authorises 

you to view or download a single copy of the material available on the Website / Application 

solely for your personal and non-commercial use. 

physio-fit-india cannot and does not guarantee or warrant that files available for downloading 

through the Website / Application will be free of infection by software viruses or other harmful 

computer code, files or programs. 

The contents of the physio-fit-india Website / Application , such as text, graphics, images and 

other material including software licensed by physio-fit-india to permit users to access the 

physio-fit-india Website / Copyright (“Content”) are protected by copyright under Indian laws, 

and title to the Content shall not pass to you or any other user. Unauthorized use of the Content 

may violate copyright, trademark, and other laws. None of the Content may be reverse-

engineered, disassembled, decompiled, reproduced, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, 

translated into any language or computer language, re-transmitted in any form or by any means 

(electronic, mechanical, photo-reproduction, recordation or otherwise), resold or redistributed. 

 


